Why Vineti

Advanced therapies require advanced software

In personalized therapies, great science is just the beginning. Innovative cell
and gene therapies, along with personalized cancer vaccines, require new digital
strategies to reach patients efficiently. Too many key stakeholders try to use
disconnected, manual systems and software, leading to redundancy,
data errors, and risky handoffs that can compromise patient safety.

The stages of personalized treatments: solve for challenges before they begin

Vineti’s Personalized Therapy Management (PTM) software solution empowers biopharma and life science companies to
control medicine’s most complex supply chain.
CHALLENGE 1

Ordering and scheduling
Disparate stakeholders and IT systems can increase
complexity for Providers. Optimize your order
process with industry-leading usability in the clinic.

CHALLENGE 4

Logistics orchestration
Effective supply chain management depends on
integrated logistics visibility and control. Vineti
provides key stakeholders with real-time order
information and alerts.

CHALLENGE 2

CHALLENGE 3

Collection

Manufacturing capacity

Chain of Identity and Custody must be
documented in GMP processes. Capture accurate
data and initiate control of the patient product.

CHALLENGE 5

Manufacturing traceability
Manufacturing can be distributed – in-house,
satellite, or CMO. Vineti helps provide
transparency, control, and consistency.

Personalized therapies require sophisticated
orchestration of manufacturing availability and the
supply chain. Drive more efficient manufacturing
with real-time multi-party capacity management.
CHALLENGE 6

Labeling

New data at key steps in the patient journey
make standard label generation and
reconciliation complex. Vineti’s solution
provides real-time flexibility.

With Vineti you can:
• Automate Chain of Identity, Chain of Custody, and
Chain of Condition
• Enable sophisticated scheduling of manufacturing slots
and shipping from hospitals and labs, worldwide
• Drive more efficient manufacturing and fulfill more
orders daily

• Integrate with the drug product ecosystem, including
shippers, case management systems, reimbursement hubs,
EHRs, equipment software, and more
• Ensure conformance with regulations and standards
(HIPAA, GAMP5, 21 CFR Part 11, GDPR, NIST)

Why Vineti

A solution for all stages of development

Vineti’s software platform offers a scalable, flexible point of control as you
grow. Whether you are an early-stage biopharmaceutical innovator, or a larger
pharmaceutical developer branching into personalized therapies, Vineti helps
you manage your implementation to support the success of your product from
Clinical stage through Commercialization. Vineti helps your advanced therapy
reach more patients, quickly and efficiently.

Compliance

Personalized therapies bring unique safety, quality, and compliance
requirements. Our software is designed specifically to address the
challenges in personalized therapeutics.

Privacy and security

Vineti uses an advanced cloud infrastructure and a comprehensive security
program to guard sensitive patient data and proprietary IP. We are committed
to providing reliable, secure cloud-based software. We protect our customer
data with best-in-class physical, network, application, and data-level security.
Our focus on building rigorous, advanced infrastructure stems from our deep
commitment to ensuring reliability, privacy, impenetrability, predictability, and
scalability for our valued customer partnerships.

How Vineti supports you

Vineti is the the only independent software solution to support a commercial
cell therapy. Partnering with Vineti makes it easier to successfully navigate the
therapeutic process. From initial engagement through ongoing support and
upgrades, Vineti’s hybrid, expert team is deeply dedicated to addressing each
workflow need.

Drive and scale personalized therapeutic
innovation with a single software solution.
To schedule a demo, please visit www.vineti.com/demo
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OUR BEST-IN-CLASS
SOLUTION OFFERS
• A single cloudbased system
• Digital and
configurable
support for
GMP processes
• Automated Chain
of Identity, Chain
of Custody, and Chain of Condition
• Real-time tracking and alerts
• Coordinated capacity management
and optimization
• Automated logistics orchestration
• Automatic triggering of receipt and
reimbursement
• Commercial support

READ MORE:

bit.ly/personalizedtherapies

